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The Dirichlet-to-Neumann map, the boundary Laplacian,

and Hörmander’s rediscovered manuscript
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Iosif Polterovich

Abstract. How close is the Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) map to the square root of the cor-

responding boundary Laplacian? This question has been actively investigated in recent years.

Somewhat surprisingly, a lot of techniques involved can be traced back to a newly rediscovered

manuscript of Hörmander from the 1950s. We present Hörmander’s approach and its applic-

ations, with an emphasis on eigenvalue estimates and spectral asymptotics. In particular, we

obtain results for the DtN maps on non-smooth boundaries in the Riemannian setting, the DtN

operators for the Helmholtz equation and the DtN operators on differential forms.

Dedicated to the memory of Misha Shubin

1. Introduction and main results

1.1. The Steklov spectrum and the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map

Let � be a bounded domain in a complete smooth Riemannian manifold X of dimen-

sion d � 2 and let � be the (positive) Laplacian on �. Assume that the boundary

@� D M is Lipschitz. Consider the Steklov eigenvalue problem on �:

´

�U D 0 in �I
@U
@n

D �U on M:
(1)

We refer to [32] for a historical discussion and to [17] for a survey on this eigenvalue

problem and related questions in spectral geometry.

The Steklov spectrum is discrete, and the eigenvalues form a sequence 0 D �1 <

�2 � �3 � � � � % C1. Alternatively, the Steklov eigenvalues can be viewed as the
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eigenvalues of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map,

D W
H 1=2.M/ ! H �1=2.M/;

u 7! @nU;

where @nU WD @U
@n

D h.rU /jM ;ni, n is the unit outward normal vector field along M ,

and the solution U WD Uu of �U D 0 in �, U jM D u, is the unique harmonic

extension of the function u from the boundary into � (we refer to [39, Section 5]

for uniqueness and existence results for the solutions of the Dirichlet problem on

Lipschitz domains in Riemannian manifolds). The eigenfunctions of D are the restric-

tions of the Steklov eigenfunctions to the boundary, and form an orthogonal basis of

L2.M/.

1.2. The Dirichlet-to-Neumann map and the boundary Laplacian

The goal of this paper is to explore the links between the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map

D and the boundary Laplacian �M .

If � has a smooth boundary M , D is a self-adjoint elliptic pseudodifferential

operator of order one on M with the same principal symbol as
p

�M , i.e. the square

root of the (positive) boundary Laplacian. In this case, the following sharp Weyl’s law

holds for the Steklov eigenvalues (see, for instance, [15]):

N.�/ D #.�k < �/ D vol.Bd�1/ vol.M/

.2�/d�1
�d�1 C O.�d�2/; (2)

or, equivalently,

�k D 2�
� k

vol.Bd�1/ vol.M/

� 1
d�1 C O.1/: (3)

Let us denote by 0 D �1 � �2 � �3 � � � � % C1 the eigenvalues of the boundary

Laplacian �M . Comparing (3) with the sharp Weyl’s law for the boundary Laplacian

(see [50, Chapter III]), we obtain

j�k �
p

�k j < C; k � 1; (4)

for some constant C > 0 depending on �.

Remark 1.1. As we show later, see Remarks 1.8 and 1.10, the constant C in (4)

depends only on the geometry of � in an arbitrary small neighbourhood of M . More-

over, our approach yields (4) under significantly weaker regularity assumptions on M ,

see Theorem 1.9.
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If d D 2, the asymptotic results above can be made much more precise since the

Dirichlet-to-Neumann map acts, in this case, on a one-dimensional boundary.

Theorem 1.2 ([15]). For any smooth surface � with m boundary components of

lengths l1; : : : ; lm,

�k �
p

�k D o.k�1/; k ! C1; (5)

where �k is the k-th eigenvalue of the Laplacian on the disjoint union of circles of

lengths l1; : : : ; lm.

For simply connected planar domains, this result was proved by Rozenblyum [47]

and rediscovered by Guillemin–Melrose, see [11].

Recall that the Steklov eigenvalues of the unit disk are 0; 1; 1; 2; 2; : : : ; k; k; : : : ;

and hence �k D
p

�k for all k � 1. Moreover, the boundary Laplacian �S1 coincides

with the square of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map on the disk. Our first result shows

that such an equality of operators occurs if and only if the Euclidean domain is a disk.

Theorem 1.3. Let � � R
d be a smooth bounded Euclidean domain, d � 2. If D Dp

�M then d D 2 and � is a disk. Moreover, if M is connected and d � 3, D com-

mutes with �M if and only if � is a ball.

Note that the “if” part of the second statement follows from the well-known fact

that the eigenfunctions of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map on the sphere are precisely

the spherical harmonics. Theorem 1.3 is proved in §2 using a combination of symbolic

calculus and some simple arguments from differential geometry.

1.3. Hörmander’s identity and its applications

The inequalities between the Steklov and Laplace eigenvalues discussed in the pre-

vious subsection were obtained using pseudodifferential techniques for domains with

smooth boundaries. It is more efficient to use other techniques in order to extend these

results to non-smooth domains, as well as to characterise the difference between the

Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator and the boundary Laplacian in geometric terms. These

questions have been addressed in a series of recent papers starting with the work of

Provenzano and Stubbe [9, 19, 45, 54].

Remark 1.4. The approach used in these papers is based on the so-called Pohozhaev’s

identity [42], which in turn is an application of the method of multipliers going back

to Rellich (see [8, p. 205] for a discussion). One of the objectives of the present paper

is to show that, surprisingly enough, these results go back to an old unpublished work

of L. Hörmander [21] that was originally written in 1950s (see also [20] where an

identity similar to Pohozhaev’s has been obtained).
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In what follows, we assume that � has a C 1;1 boundary, i.e. at each point of the

boundary there exists a smooth coordinate chart on the ambient manifold X in which

the image of @� coincides with the graph of a C 1;1 function. Note that in this case

the outward unit normal vector field on @� is Lipschitz continuous and the induced

Riemannian metric on the boundary M is Lipschitz. We let

. ; /� . ; /M ; k k�; k kM

denote the inner products and norms in L2.�/ and L2.M/, respectively.

Theorem 1.5. Let X be a complete smooth Riemannian manifold, and let � � X be

a bounded domain with a C 1;1 boundary. Let u 2 H 1.M/, let U be the harmonic

extension of u, and let F be a Lipschitz vector field on x�, such that the restriction of

F to M coincides with the outward unit normal n. Then

.Du; Du/M � .rM u; rM u/M D
Z

�

.2hrrU F; rU i � jrU j2 div F / dv�; (6)

where rrU F denotes the covariant derivative of F in the direction of rU and d v�

is the Riemannian measure on �.

Remark 1.6. Here and further on, we understand the covariant derivatives of a Lips-

chitz vector field as elements of L1.�/.

Remark 1.7. The integrand in the right-hand side of (6) can be expressed in terms

of Hörmander’s energy tensor defined in [20, 21]. If � is a Euclidean domain then

hrrU F; rU i D DF ŒrU; rU �, where DF is the Jacobian of F .

The integrand in the right-hand side of (6) is a quadratic form in rU with bounded

coefficients, since F is Lipschitz. Hence, for some C > 0 depending only on F , we

obtain (see Corollary 3.2)

j.Du; Du/M � .rM u; rM u/M j � C

Z

�

jrU j2 dv�: (7)

Remark 1.8. Let dM .�/ be the signed distance function to the boundary M defined

on X , positive inside �. Consider the vector field F WD r.dM �/, where �.�/ is a

smooth cut-off function equal to one near M and zero outside a small neighbourhood

of M . Then F satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.5, see [10, Section 3] and [45,

Section 5.3]. Note that while [10, Theorem 3.1] is presented in the Euclidean setting,

the required statement can be adapted to the Riemannian case in a straightforward

way, cf. [9, Section 2]. In particular, this implies that the constant C in (7) depends

only on the geometry of � in an arbitrary small neighbourhood of M , cf. Remark 1.1.

Moreover, if � is a smooth Riemannian manifold with boundary, it was shown in [9]
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that the constant C can be estimated in terms of the rolling radius of �, bounds on

the sectional curvatures in a tubular neighbourhood of M , and the principal curvatures

of M . In fact, obtaining an explicit control on C in terms of these geometric quantities

was one of the main results of [9, 45, 54].

Using the variational principle, one can deduce from (7) the following statement.

Under C 2 regularity assumptions it was first proved in the Euclidean setting in [45,

Theorem 1.7], and then in the smooth Riemannian setting in [9, Theorem 3].

Theorem 1.9. Let X be a complete smooth Riemannian manifold, and let � � X be

a bounded domain with a C 1;1 boundary. Then

j�k �
p

�kj � C (8)

holds for all k 2 N with the same constant C as in (7).

The proofs of Theorems 1.5 and 1.9 are presented in §3.

Remark 1.10. As shown in Remark 1.8, we can choose the constant C in the right-

hand side of (8) to depend only on an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of the boundary.

Theorem 1.9 together with the results of [23, 55] can be applied to extend Weyl’s

asymptotics (3) to domains with non-smooth boundaries.

Theorem 1.11. Let X be a complete smooth Riemannian manifold of dimension d ,

and let � � X be a bounded domain with C 2;˛ boundary for some ˛ > 0. Then the

sharp Weyl asymptotic formula (2) holds for the Steklov eigenvalues of �.

Moreover, if d D 2, the regularity assumption in Theorem 1.11 can be improved

even further.

Theorem 1.12. Let X be a complete smooth Riemannian surface and let � � X be a

bounded domain with a C 1;1 boundary. Then the Steklov eigenvalues �k of � satisfy

Weyl’s asymptotics

�k D �k

j@�j C O.1/ (9)

as k ! 1.

Theorems 1.11 and 1.12 are proved in §3.4.

1.4. Plan of the paper

The paper is organised as follows. In §2 we prove Theorem 1.3 and discuss some

related open questions. In §3 we obtain Proposition 3.3 which is an abstract form of

Theorem 1.5, and then prove the main results of the present paper stated in §1.3. The
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rest of the paper is concerned with extensions and applications of Theorem 1.5 to

other settings. In §4 we consider the Dirichlet-to-Neumann operators associated with

the Helmholtz equation �U D �U in �. In particular, we get a generalisation of the

bound (8) which is uniform for all � � 0, see Theorem 4.2. Interestingly enough, such

a uniform estimate does not hold for domains with corners, see Proposition 4.6. In a

way, this observation shows that the C 1;1 regularity assumption which is needed for

the proof of Theorem 4.2 can not be relaxed by too much. Some difficulties arising in

the case � > 0 are also discussed. In §5 we extend the results of §1.3 to the Dirichlet-

to-Neumann operator on differential forms as defined in [27]. In particular, we prove

an analogue of the estimate (8) comparing the eigenvalues of the DtN operator on

co-closed forms with the corresponding eigenvalues of the Hodge Laplacian. As a

consequence, we obtain Weyl’s law for the DtN operator on forms which has not been

known previously.

2. Commutators and rigidity

2.1. Proof of Theorem 1.3

We start by proving the second part of the theorem. Since the boundary of � is

smooth, the Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator is an elliptic pseudodifferential operator

of order one, and it is related to the boundary Laplacian by

D D
p

�M C B;

where B is a 0-th order pseudodifferential operator on M with the principal symbol

ˇ.x; �/ D 1

2

�
Q.�; �/

j�j2 � H
�

:

Here, Q.�; �/ is the second fundamental form of M in � and H is the mean curvature

of M , that is the trace of the second fundamental form. We refer to [52, Chapter 12,

Proposition C1] and [43, formula (4.1.2)] for the derivation of this formula. Note that

since the subprincipal symbol of
p

�M vanishes (see, for instance, [18]), ˇ.x; �/ is

the subprincipal symbol of D .

Consider the commutator T D Œ�M ; D�. Since the principal symbol j�j2 of the

Laplacian commutes with the principal symbol j�j of D , the order two part of the sym-

bol of the commutator vanishes, and the operator T is of order one. Up to a constant

multiple, its principal symbol is given by the Poisson bracket ¹j�j2; ˇ.x; �/º (see [18,

Appendix]). To compute this expression, we use the boundary normal coordinates at a

given point p 2 M , so that the Riemannian metric satisfies gij .p/ D ıij , and the first
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order derivatives of the metric tensor vanish at p. It follows that the Poisson bracket

evaluated at x D p is given by

¹j�j2; ˇ.x; �/º D
X

k

@

@�k

gij � i �j @

@xk

ˇ.x; �/ �
X

k

@

@�k

ˇ.x; �/
@

@xk

gij � i�j

„ ƒ‚ …

0

:

The hypothesis that �M and D commute therefore implies the following identity at

x D p 2 M :

0 D 2
X

k

�k @

@xk

ˇ.x; �/
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
xDp

D
X

k

�k
�@Qij

@xk

� i�j

j�j2 � @H

@xk

�

: (10)

Our goal is to show that the mean curvature H is constant on M . We do this using

different trial covectors � 2 T �
p M and substituting them into (10). Let us start, for

each fixed i , by using � D dxi . This leads directly to

X

j ¤i

@

@xi

Qjj D 0; for each i D 1; 2; : : : ; d � 1: (11)

This means, in particular, that

@

@xi

H D @

@xi

Qi i : (12)

Recall that the Codazzi equation for a submanifold M � � states that

.R.X; Y /Z/? D rX Q.Y; Z/ � rY Q.X; Z/;

where R is the Riemannian curvature tensor of the ambient space and ? denotes

the projection on the normal direction (see [52, formula (4.1.6)]). Now, because the

ambient space is R
d , the curvature vanishes and this simply means that rXQ.Y;Z/ D

rY Q.X; Z/. This has the useful consequence that

@

@xi

Q.ej ; ek/ is symmetric in i; j; k: (13)

Multiplying (10) by 2 and setting � D dxi C dxj , i ¤ j (we use here that d � 3 and

hence dim M � 2), leads to

0 D @

@xj

.Qi i C 2Qij C Qjj / � 2
@

@xj

H C @

@xi

.Qi i C 2Qij C Qjj / � 2
@

@xi

H

D @

@xj

.Qi i C 2Qij C Qjj / � 2
@

@xj

Qjj C @

@xi

.Qi i C 2Qij C Qjj / � 2
@

@xi

Qi i

D @

@xj

.Qi i C 2Qij � Qjj / C @

@xi

.�Qi i C 2Qij C Qjj /

D @

@xj

.3Qi i � Qjj / C @

@xi

.�Qi i C 3Qjj /:
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Here the second equality follows from (12), and the last equality is obtained by apply-

ing (13) to the terms containing Qij and rearranging them afterwards.

Finally, set � D dxi C 2dxj . Multiplying (10) by 5 and using the same argument

as above leads to

0 D @

@xi

.Qi i C 4Qij C 4Qjj / � 5
@

@xi

Qi i C 2
@

@xj

.Qi i C 4Qij C 4Qjj /

� 10
@

@xj

Qjj

D @

@xi

.�4Qi i C 4Qij C 4Qjj / C @

@xj

.2Qi i C 8Qij � 2Qjj /

D @

@xi

.�4Qi i C 12Qjj / C @

@xj

.6Qi i � 2Qjj /:

The two previous computations lead to a simple linear system which implies, for

i ¤ j ,
@

@xi

Qi i D 3
@

@xi

Qjj :

Substitution in (11) leads to

0 D 3.d � 2/
@

@xi

Qi i :

In particular, for d � 3, this implies @
@xi

Qi i D 0 for each i D 1; : : : ; d � 1. Using (11)

again, it follows that
@

@xi

H D @

@xi

Qi i D 0:

That is, the mean curvature H is constant on the hypersurface M D @� � Rd , and it

then follows from Alexandrov’s “Soap Bubble” theorem [2] that M must be a sphere.

To prove the result in the opposite direction, we note that the eigenfunctions of

the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map on a sphere are precisely the spherical harmonics.

Therefore, since D and �M share an orthogonal basis in L2.M/, the two operators

commute.

For the first part of the theorem, notice first that the multiplicity of �1 D 0 is equal

to the number of connected components of M , while the multiplicity of �1 D 0 is

equal to one since � is connected. Hence, M is connected. If d � 3, since D D
p

�M ,

it follows from the second part of the theorem that M must be a sphere, say of radius

R > 0. However, it is known that in that case,

�j D �2
j C d � 2

R
�j :
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Hence, we must have d D 2. Thus, � � R
2 is a bounded simply-connected domain.

The length L of its boundary is determined by �1 D 4�
L2 , and it follows that

�2L D
p

�2L D
r

4�2

L2
L D 2�:

This is the equality case in the Weinstock inequality: � must be a disk (see [16, 53]).

This completes the proof of the theorem.

2.2. Discussion and open problems

The proof of Theorem 1.3 uses the calculus of pseudodifferential operators. This is

the reason we have assumed that M is a smooth surface. It is quite likely that the

result holds for surfaces of lower regularity. One possible approach to this problem is

to express the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map using layer potentials. We note that Alexan-

drov’s theorem holds for C 2 compact embedded surfaces, and it would be interesting

to check whether Theorem 1.3 is true in this case as well.

It would be also interesting to understand whether the property of a ball described

in Theorem 1.3 is “stable,” i.e. if D and �M almost commute (in some sense) then

M is close to a sphere. In view of stability results for Alexandrov’s theorem [37] it

would be sufficient to show that the mean curvature of M is close to a constant in an

appropriate norm.

Recall that the proof of the second part of Theorem 1.3 relies on the condition

d � 3, since for d D 2 the subprincipal symbol ˇ of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map

is identically zero.

Open problem. For planar domains, is it true that the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map

and the boundary Laplacian commute if and only if the domain is a disk or a rotation-

ally symmetric annulus?

Finally, let us note that it would be interesting to find a geometric character-

isation of Riemannian manifolds with (possibly disconnected) boundary, where the

Dirichlet-to-Neumann map and the boundary Laplacian commute. The examples of

such manifolds include balls in space forms (see [6]) and cylinders over closed man-

ifolds (see [17, Example 1.3.3]). Note that in this setting the symbol calculus can not

possibly yield a complete solution. Indeed, any symbolic computation only captures

the information in an arbitrary small neighbourhood of the boundary, whereas the

Dirichlet-to-Neumann map depends on the interior of the manifold as well.
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3. The proofs of Hörmander’s identity and its corollaries

3.1. Pohozhaev’s and Hörmander’s identities

Let us start with a useful Pohozhaev-type identity (as discussed in Remark 1.4) which

has various applications, see [9, Lemma 20].

Theorem 3.1 (generalised Pohozhaev’s identity). Let X be a complete smooth Rie-

mannian manifold, and let � � X be a bounded domain with a Lipschitz boundary.

Let F be a Lipschitz vector field on x�, let u 2 H 1.M/, and let U be the unique

harmonic extension of u into �. Then
Z

M

hF; rU i@nU dvM � 1

2

Z

M

jrU j2hF; ni dvM

C 1

2

Z

�

jrU j2 div F dv� �
Z

�

hrrU F; rU i dv� D 0: (14)

Proof. We follow the argument in [9]. Since �U D div rU D 0 in �, using the

standard identities for the divergence of a product and for the gradient of a scalar

product, we obtain

div.hF; rU irU / D hrhF; rU i; rU i D hrrU F; rU i C r2U ŒF; rU �;

where the last term in the right-hand side is understood as the application of the bilin-

ear form given by the Hessian r2U to the vectors F and rU (note that the Hessian

is well defined since U is harmonic). At the same time,

div.jrU j2F / D 2r2U ŒF; rU � C jrU j2 div F:

Subtracting the first equality from the second, we get

div.hF; rU irU � 1

2
jrU j2F / D hrrU F; rU i � 1

2
jrU j2 div F:

Finally, we integrate this identity over � and use the divergence theorem, noting

that .rU /jM 2 L2.M/ since we have assumed u D U jM 2 H 1.M/ (see [8, The-

orem A.5]). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

The original Pohozhaev’s identity [42, Lemma 2] was proved in a different setting.

As was mentioned in Remark 1.4, the results of this kind are also often referred to as

Rellich’s identities, see [19, Theorem 3.1].

Proof of Theorem 1.5. Setting F D n on M in (14), we obtain
Z

M

.@nU /2 dvM � 1

2

Z

M

jrU j2 dvM D
Z

�

hrrU F;rU i dv� � 1

2

Z

�

jrU j2 divF dv�:
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Note that on M we have

jrU j2 D jrM uj2 C .@nU /2:

Therefore, with account of Du D @nU ,

.Du; Du/M � 1

2

Z

M

�

jrM uj2 C .@nU /2
�

dvM

D
Z

�

hrrU F; rU i dv� � 1

2

Z

�

jrU j2 div F dv�:

Multiplying by 2 and re-arranging, we obtain

.Du; Du/M � .rM u; rM u/M D
Z

�

.2hrrU F; rU i dv� � jrU j2 div F / dv�;

which completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 3.2 ([21]). There exists a constant C > 0 depending only on the geometry

of � in an arbitrary small neighbourhood of M such that for any u 2 H 1.M/ inequal-

ity (7) holds, i.e.

j.Du; Du/M � .rM u; rM u/M j � C.Du; u/M :

Proof. Note that the integrand on the right-hand side of (6) is a quadratic form in

rU with bounded coefficients, since the vector field F is Lipschitz continuous, see

Remark 1.6. Therefore, there exists a constant C > 0 such that

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ

Z

�

.2hrrU F; rU i dv� � jrU j2 div F / dv�

ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ

� C.rU; rU /� D C.Du; u/M ;

where the last equality follows from the divergence theorem. Moreover, C can be

chosen only depending on the geometry of � in an arbitrary small neighbourhood

of M , see Remark 1.8. This completes the proof of the corollary.

3.2. An abstract eigenvalue estimate

Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 1.9, we state the following abstract result

generalising the idea of Hörmander [21].

Proposition 3.3. Let H be a Hilbert space with an inner product .�; �/H . Let A; B be

two non-negative self-adjoint operators in H with discrete spectra Spec.A/ D ¹˛1 �
˛2 � � � � º and Spec.B/ D ¹ˇ1 � ˇ2 � � � � º and the corresponding orthonormal bases
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of eigenfunctions ¹akº, ¹bkº. Assume also that ak 2Dom.B/ and bk 2Dom.A2/,

k 2 N, where the domains are understood in the sense of quadratic forms. Suppose

that for some C > 0

k.Au; Au/H � .Bu; u/H j � C.Au; u/H (15)

for all u 2 D WD Dom.B/ \ Dom.A2/: Then

j˛2
k � ˇkj � C˛k (16)

and consequently

j˛k �
p

ˇkj � C (17)

for all k 2 N, with the same constant C as in (15).

Proof. We note that (15) is equivalent to

´

.Bu; u/H � .Au; Au/H C C.Au; u/H ;

.Au; Au/H � C.Au; u/H � .Bu; u/H ;
(18)

and (16) is equivalent to
´

ˇk � ˛2
k

C C˛k;

ˇk � ˛2
k

� C˛k :
(19)

From the variational principle for the eigenvalues of B and the first inequality

in (18) we have

ˇk � sup
0¤u2Vk�Dom.B/

.Bu; u/H

.u; u/H

� sup
0¤u2Vk�Dom.B/

.Au; Au/H C C.Au; u/H

.u; u/H

(20)

for any subspace Vk with dim Vk D k. Take Vk D Span¹a1; : : : ; akº. As for any u D
c1a1 C � � � C ckak 2 Vk with jc1j2 C � � � C jck j2 D 1 we have due to orthogonality

.Au; Au/H C C.Au; u/H

.u; u/H

D
k

X

j D1

jcj j2.˛2
j C C j̨ / � ˛2

k C C˛k;

the first inequality (19) follows immediately from (20).

We now prove the second inequality (19). Let K0 WD max¹k 2 NW ˛k � C º. We

note that for k � K0 the second inequality (19) is automatically satisfied since in this

case ˇk � 0 � ˛k.˛k � C /, so we need to consider only k > K0. We re-write the

second inequality (18) as

. zAu; zAu/H � .Bu; u/H C C 2

4
.u; u/H ;
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where zA WD A � C
2

. Let z̨2
k

denote the eigenvalues of zA2 enumerated in non-decreas-

ing order. We note that Q̨2
k

D .˛k � C
2

/2 for k > K0 (this may not be the case for

k � K0 but as mentioned above we can ignore these values of k). Writing down

the variational principle for Q̨2
k

similarly to (20) and choosing a test subspace Vk D
Span¹b1; : : : ; bkº leads in a similar manner to

Q̨2
k D

�

˛k � C

2

�2

� ˇk C C 2

4
;

which gives the second inequality (19) after a simplification.

Finally, we note that (16) implies, for ˛kˇk ¤ 0,

j˛k �
p

ˇkj � C
˛k

˛k C
p

ˇk

� C;

yielding (17). Note that ˛k D 0 implies ˇk D 0 by (19).

3.3. Proof of Theorem 1.9

We apply Lemma 3.3 with A D D , B D �M , and therefore ˛k D �k and ˇk D �k ,

taking into account Corollary 3.2, the obvious .�M u; u/M D .rM u; rM u/M , and

the fact that, as follows from [39, Proposition 7.4], the eigenfunctions of D belong to

H 1.M/; note that since M is not smooth, this is not a priori evident. Thus, we can

take D D H 1.M/, and (8) follows immediately from (17).

3.4. Applications to spectral asymptotics

Theorem 1.9 allows us to prove results on the asymptotic distribution of Steklov

eigenvalues using similar results for the Laplacian.

Proof of Theorem 1.11. Since the boundary of � has regularity C 2;˛ for some ˛ > 0,

the normal vector to the boundary has regularity C 1;˛. Indeed, the boundary is loc-

ally given by the graph of a C 2;˛ function, and the normal vector is calculated in

terms of its first derivatives. Hence the induced Riemannian metric on M D @� has

C 1;˛ coefficients. At the same time, it was shown in [23, Theorem 3.1] (see also [55]

for a similar result under slightly stronger regularity assumptions) that sharp Weyl’s

law holds for the Laplace eigenvalues on manifolds with a Riemannian metric having

coefficients of regularity C 1;˛ for some ˛ > 0. In other words, the asymptotic formu-

las (2) and (3) hold on M with �k replaced by
p

�k . Therefore, in view of (8) they

holds for �k as well, and this completes the proof of the theorem.

Remark 3.4. To our knowledge, in dimension d > 2, the sharp asymptotic formula (3)

was previously available in the literature only for domains with smooth boundaries.
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Proof of Theorem 1.12. Since � is two-dimensional, its boundary M has dimension

one and is therefore isometric to a union of circles. Hence, the Laplace eigenvalues

of M are explicitly known (recall that the unit circle has the Laplace spectrum given

by 0; 1; 1; 4; 4; : : : ; k2; k2; : : :) and satisfy the sharp Weyl’s law. Therefore, by (8)

the sharp Weyl’s law (3) holds for the Steklov eigenvalues �k which yields (9) since

d D 2. This completes the proof of the theorem.

Remark 3.5. One expects sharper results to hold for domains in two dimensions. In

particular, for domains with C r boundaries, r � 1, it is likely that analogue of (5)

holds, with the right-hand side decaying polynomially in k, with the order of decay

depending on r . Some results in this direction have been obtained in [7].

Remark 3.6. It would be interesting to understand how much one can relax the C 1;1

regularity assumption so that the asymptotic formula (9) remains true. For instance,

it is known to hold for planar curvilinear polygons with sides that are C 5 regular,

see [35]. Moreover, for a large class of curvilinear polygons, j�k �
p

�k j D o.1/,

provided the boundary Laplacian is defined as a certain quantum graph Laplacian

on the circular graph modelled by the boundary, with the matching conditions at the

vertices determined by the corresponding angles.

We say that the eigenvalue asymptotics satisfies a rough Weyl’s law if formula (3)

holds with the error term o.�d�1/ instead of O.�d�2/. For Euclidean domains with

C 2 boundary, a rough Weyl’s law for Steklov eigenvalues was first obtained in [49]

by L. Sandgren. Using heavier machinery, a similar result can be also proved for

Euclidean domains with piecewise C 1 boundaries [1]. Let us conclude this section by

a challenging open problem going back to M. Agranovich in the 2000s.

Open problem. Show that a rough Weyl’s law holds for the Steklov problem on any

bounded Lipschitz domain in a smooth Riemannian manifold.

4. Dirichlet-to-Neumann map for the Helmholtz equation

4.1. Parameter-dependent Dirichlet-to-Neumann map

Let, as before, � be a bounded domain in a complete smooth Riemannian manifold X

of dimension d � 2; we assume that the boundary M D @� is Lipschitz. Consider the

standard Dirichlet and Neumann Laplacians �D D �D
� and �N D �N

� acting on �.

Their spectra are discrete, and we will denote their eigenvalues by

0 < �D
1 < �D

2 � � � � % C1;
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and

0 D �N
1 < �N

2 � � � � % C1;

respectively.

Let � 2 R n Spec.�D
�/. Then the boundary value problem

´

�U D �U in �;

U D u on M
(21)

has a unique solution U WD U� WD U�;u 2 H 1.�/ for every u 2 H 1=2.M/. We will

call U the �-Helmholtz extension of u; for � D 0 it is just a harmonic extension. The

parameter-dependent operator

D�W H 1=2.M/ ! H �1=2.M/;

u 7! @nU�;

is called the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map for the Helmholtz equation �U D �U . The

Dirichlet-to-Neumann map for the Laplacian, D , considered in §§1–3, is just the

special case D D D0. The DtN map D� can be also defined for � coinciding with an

eigenvalue �D
k

of the Dirichlet Laplacian if its domain is restricted to the orthogonal

complement, in L2.M/, to the span of the normal derivatives of the corresponding

Dirichlet eigenfunctions.

For every � 2 R n Spec.�D/, the DtN map D� is a self-adjoint operator in L2.M/

with a discrete spectrum; we enumerate its eigenvalues with account of multiplicities

as ��;1 < ��;2 � � � � % C1. By the variational principle and integration by parts,

��;k D inf
Vk�H 1=2.M /

dim VkDk

sup
0¤u2Vk

.D�u; u/M

.u; u/M

D inf
Wk�¹U 2H 1.�/W�U D�U º

dim WkDk

sup
0¤U 2Wk

.rU; rU /� � �.U; U /�

.U; U /M

(22)

(for � < �D
1 one can take Wk � H 1.�/ in the second inf sup). Moreover, if M

is smooth, then D� is an elliptic pseudodifferential operator of order one with the

same principal symbol as D D D0 and therefore as
p

�M , with the same eigenvalue

asymptotics (2) and (3).

In the remarkable paper [14], L. Friedlander investigated the dependence of the

eigenvalues of operator D� upon the parameter � in the Euclidean setting, and used

them to prove the inequalities

�N
kC1 � �D

k ; k 2 N; (23)
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between the Neumann and Dirichlet eigenvalues for any bounded domain � � R
d

with smooth boundary M (this was later extended to non-smooth boundaries by

N. Filonov [13] using a different approach). Friedlander’s results were based on the

following main observations:

• the eigenvalues ��;k are monotone decreasing continuous functions of � on each

interval of the real line not containing points of Spec.�D/;

• at each Neumann eigenvalue �N 2 Spec.�N/ of multiplicity m�N , exactly m�N

eigenvalue curves ��;k (as functions of �) cross the axis � D 0 from the upper

half-plane into the lower one;

• at each Dirichlet eigenvalue �D 2 Spec.�D/ of multiplicity m�D , exactly m�D

eigenvalue curves ��;k (as functions of �) blow down to �1 as � ! �D � 0 and

blow up to C1 as � ! �D C 0;

• therefore the eigenvalue counting functions of the Dirichlet problem N D.�/ WD
#¹�D

k
< �º, of the Neumann problem N N.�/ WD #¹�N

k
< �º, and of the DtN

operator N D�.�/ WD #¹��;k < �º, are related, for any � 2 R, by the relation

N N.�/ � N D.�/ D N D�.0/:

Friedlander then demonstrated that N D�.0/, that is, the number of negative eigenval-

ues of D�, is at least one for any � > 0 for a domain � in a Euclidean space, thus

implying (23) (this need not be true for domains on a Riemannian manifold, see [38]).

We also refer to [3] for extensions of Friedlander’s approach to a Lipschitz case and a

comprehensive discussion of various other generalisations and alternative approaches,

and to [48] for an abstract scheme encompassing the above.

A typical behaviour of eigenvalues ��;k as functions of � is illustrated by Figure 1,

which shows some of the eigenvalues for a unit disk for which the spectrum of the

Dirichlet-to-Neumann map D� is given by the multisets

Spec.D�/ D

8

ˆ̂
ˆ̂
<

ˆ̂
ˆ
:̂

°p
�J 0

n.
p

�/

Jn.
p

�/
; n 2 N [ ¹0º

±

if � � 0;

°p��I 0
n.

p��/

In.
p��/

; n 2 N [ ¹0º
±

if � < 0;

(24)

with Jn and In being the Bessel functions and the modified Bessel functions, respect-

ively, and eigenvalues with n > 0 should be taken with multiplicity two.

We will also make use of the following generalised Pohozhaev’s identity which

extends Theorem 3.1 to solutions of the Helmholtz equation.

Theorem 4.1 (generalised Pohozhaev’s identity [19, Theorem 3.1]). Let X be a com-

plete smooth Riemannian manifold, and let � � X be a bounded domain with a
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20 20 40 60

20

20

Figure 1. Some eigenvalues ��;k of D� for a unit disk plotted as functions of �. The solid

curves correspond to n > 0 in (24) and are double; the dashed curve corresponds to n D 0 and

is single. The dotted vertical lines indicate the positions of the Dirichlet eigenvalues (points

from Spec.�D/), and the intersections of the curves with the axis � D 0 are at the Neumann

eigenvalues from Spec.�N/.

Lipschitz boundary. Let F be a Lipschitz vector field on x�, let u 2 H 1.M/, and let

U D U�;u be the �-Helmholtz extension of u into �. Then

Z

M

hF; rU i@nU dvM � 1

2

Z

M

jrU j2hF; ni dvM C �

2

Z

M

u2hF; ni dvM

C 1

2

Z

�

jrU j2 div F dv� �
Z

�

hrrU F; rU i dv� � �

2

Z

�

U 2 div F dv� D 0:

(25)

4.2. The case � � 0

We aim to prove the following

Theorem 4.2. Let X be a complete smooth Riemannian manifold, and let � � X be

a bounded domain with a C 1;1 boundary. Let � � 0. Then, with some constant C > 0,

the bounds

j��;k �
p

�k � �j < C (26)

hold uniformly over � 2 .�1; 0� and k 2 N.
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Before proceeding to the actual proof of Theorem 4.2 we require a Helmholtz

analogue of Theorem 1.5. Repeating literally the proof of Theorem 1.5, with account

of extra �-dependent terms in (25) compared to (14), we arrive at

Theorem 4.3. Let X be a complete smooth Riemannian manifold, and let � � X be

a bounded domain with a C 1;1 boundary. Let F be a Lipschitz vector field on x� such

that F jM D n, let u 2 H 1.M/, and let U D U�;u be the �-Helmholtz extension of u

into �. Then

.D�u; D�u/M � .rM u; rM u/M C �.u; u/M

D
Z

�

.2hrrU F; rU i � jrU j2 div F C �U 2 div F / dv�: (27)

Theorem 4.3 leads to the crucial Helmholtz analogue of Corollary 3.2:

Corollary 4.4. Under conditions of Theorem 4.3, there is a constant C > 0 depending

only on the geometry of � in an arbitrary small neighbourhood of M such that for

any u 2 H 1.M/ and any � � 0

j.D�u; D�u/M � ..�M � �/u; u/M j � C.D�u; u/M : (28)

Proof. Take the absolute values in both sides of equality (27). Then the left-hand side

becomes the left-hand side of (28) after an integration by parts on M . The first two

terms in the right-hand side can be estimated above by C.rU; rU /� by the same

argument as in Corollary 3.2, and the last term by C j�j.U; U /� (possibly with a

different constant but also depending on F only). Since for non-positive � we have

j�j D ��, the bound in the right-hand side becomes

C..rU; rU /� � �.U; U /�/ D C.D�u; u/M ;

and the result follows.

Theorem 4.2 now follows immediately from Corollary 4.4 and Lemma 3.3 by

taking in the latter A D D� and B D �M � � (which are both non-negative for

� � 0).

Remark 4.5. The remarkable feature of Theorem 4.2 is that the constant appearing

in the right-hand side of the bound is in fact independent of both the index k and

the parameter � (as long as � is non-positive). As we will see shortly, such uniform

bounds are impossible if the boundary M has corners.

We illustrate Theorem 4.2 by plotting, in Figure 2, some eigenvalues of D� for

a unit disk and, for comparison, the values of
p

�k � �, in two regimes: firstly, for

negative � close to zero, and low eigenvalues of D�, and secondly, for very large

negative �, and relatively high eigenvalues of D�.
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Figure 2. Some eigenvalues ��;k of D� for a unit disk plotted as functions of � (solid curves),

and, for comparison, the plots of
p

�k � � (dashed curves). In the left figure, � 2 Œ�20; 0�, and

k is chosen in the set ¹1; 3; 5; 7; 9º. In the right figure, � 2 Œ�2 � 106; �2 � 106 C 103�, and k

is chosen in the set ¹100; 102; 104; 106; 108º.

4.3. DtN–Robin duality and domains with corners

Consider the two-parametric problem

´

�v D �v in �;

@nv D �v on M:
(29)

There are two ways in which we can treat (29) as a spectral problem. Firstly, as we

have already done before, we can treat � as a spectral parameter, and � 2 R as a

given parameter; then for every k 2 N the eigenvalues ��;k (that is, the values of

� for which there exists a non-trivial solution v 2 H 1.�/ of (29)) are exactly the

eigenvalues of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map D�. Conversely, we can treat � as a

spectral parameter and � 2 R as a given parameter. The corresponding eigenvalues

�R
��;k

are then exactly the eigenvalues of the Robin Laplacian �R; with  D �� ,

that is of the Laplacian in � subject to the boundary condition

.@n C /v D 0 on M;

with the quadratic form

.�R;v; v/� D .rv; rv/� C .v; v/M ; v 2 H 1.�/:

(Note that there is no uniform convention on the choice of sign in the Robin condition,

therefore some care should be exercised when comparing results in the literature.) It

is immediately clear that � 2 Spec.�R;��/ if and only if � 2 Spec.D�/, and it is easy

to check that in this case the dimensions of the corresponding eigenspaces of �R;��

and D� coincide, see [3]. Moreover, due to monotonicity of eigenvalues ��;k of D�

in the parameter � 2 .�1; �D
1 /, the functions � 7! ��;k on this interval are just the

inverse functions of � 7! �R
��;k

.
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The study of the Robin eigenvalues �R
;k

, in particular in the physically import-

ant regime  ! �1, has grown significantly in the last two decades, starting with

some acute observations in [33], their rigorous justification in [34], and most recently

mostly due to M. Khalile, K. Pankrashkin, N. Popoff and collaborators, see in partic-

ular [28–30,40,44] and references therein. Without going into the full details of these

works, we mention only that, as it turns out, the asymptotics of the Robin eigenvalues

in � as  ! �1 depends dramatically on the smoothness of M D @�. Specifically,

as shown in [28], if � is a curvilinear polygon in R
2 with at least one angle less

than � , then the following dichotomy is observed. There exists a number K � 1 such

that, as  ! �1, the first K Robin eigenvalues have the asymptotics

�R
;k D �Ck2 C o.2/ for k D 1; : : : K; with C1 � � � � � CK > 1; (30)

whereas all the remaining eigenvalues behave as

�R
;k D �2 C o.2/ for k > K:

Here, the number K and the constants C1; : : : ; CK are determined by the angles at

the corners of �; in some cases this dependence can be made explicit. For a smooth

boundary one should take K D 0; the remainder estimates in the formulas above admit

various improvements.

Based on (30), we make the following observation showing that our uniform

bounds of Theorem 4.2 cannot be extended in the same uniform manner to domains

with corners, whatever boundary Laplacian we choose (see Remark 3.6).

Proposition 4.6. Let � be a curvilinear polygon in R
2 with at least one angle less

than � . Then the bounds (26) cannot hold uniformly over � 2 .�1; 0� and k 2 N for

any choice of a boundary Laplacian �M with eigenvalues �k .

Proof. Suppose, for contradiction, that the bounds (26) hold uniformly. Passing, for a

fixed k, in (26) to the asymptotics as � ! �1 with account of

p

�k � � D
p

� � C O..��/� 1
2 /;

and using the DtN–Robin duality, we deduce that all the Robin eigenvalues should

then satisfy

�R
;k D �2 C o.2/ as  ! �1;

thus contradicting the condition C1; : : : ; CK > 1 in (30).

4.4. The case � > 0

For simplicity, in this subsection we assume that � � R
d with a smooth boundary M .

It is immediately clear, for example from Figure 1, that there is little hope of extending
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the simple bound (26) of Theorem 4.2 to the case � > 0 as the first m eigenvalues

of the DtN map blow up to �1 as � approaches the Dirichlet eigenvalues �D of

multiplicity m from below. Indeed, using the results of [12] or [4] for the asymptotics

of low eigenvalues of the Robin problem with parameter  ! C1, and the DtN–

Robin duality, one can easily see that as � ! �D � 0, the first m eigenvalues of D�

behave asymptotically as

��;k D O
� 1

�D � �

�

; k D 1; : : : ; m:

Therefore, any conceivable generalisation of Theorem 4.2 to the case � > 0 should

take into account the distance

d D.�/ WD dist
�

�; Spec.�D/
�

between � and the Dirichlet spectrum.

Taking Theorem 4.3 as a starting point, we in fact obtain

Theorem 4.7. Let � � R
d with a smooth boundary M . Let �0 > 0. Then there exist

positive constants C and C1 depending only on the geometry of � and a positive

constant C2 D C2.�0/ which additionally depends on �0 such that

�C��;k � C2

.d D.�//2
� �k � �2

�;k � C��;k C C1�
�

1 C �2

.d D.�//2

�

for all k 2 N:

(31)

The first inequality in (31) holds uniformly over all � 2 Œ0; �0�, and the second one

uniformly over all � � 0.

We outline a sketch of the proof of Theorem 4.7. The main problem is that for

� � 0 we can no longer deduce an analogue of Corollary 4.4 from (27) and then

apply Proposition 3.3, for a couple of reasons: firstly, because the operators D� and

�M � � are no longer non-negative, and secondly, because for positive � the bound

on the right-hand side of (27) becomes

C..rU; rU /� C �.U; U /�/ D C..D�u; u/M C 2�.U; U /�/;

introducing an extra �-dependent term.

To bypass these difficulties, we first write the �-Helmholtz extension U�;u of

u 2 H
1
2 .M/ (that is, the solution of (21)) in terms of the harmonic extension U0;u of

u and the resolvent of the Dirichlet Laplacian as

U�;u D
�

1 C �.�D � �/�1
�

U0;u:
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We further use the standard resolvent norm bound in terms of the distance to the

spectrum,

k.�D � �/�1U k� � 1

dD.�/
kU k�;

together with the bound

kU0;uk� � const �kukM

(see e.g. [25, Corollary 5.5]) and a bound on the first Robin eigenvalue [12, for-

mula (1.7)] which after using the DtN–Robin duality becomes

��;1 � � const � max
°

1;
1

d D
C.�/

±

with some constant independent of � and with

d D
C.�/ WD dist

�

�; Spec.�D/ \ Œ�; C1/
�

� d D.�/:

Theorem 4.7 then follows by using an extended version of Proposition 3.3 which takes

care of the extra terms. We leave out the details.

5. Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator on forms and the boundary Hodge

Laplacian

5.1. Notation

Given a m-dimensional Riemannian manifold Y with or without boundary (in our

case either Y D � or Y D M ), we denote by ƒp.Y / the space of smooth differential

p-forms on Y , 0 � p � m. Throughout this section � is a compact smooth Rieman-

nian manifold with boundary, @� D M . We assume in addition that � is orientable,

so that we can use the standard Hodge theory.

Denote by iW� ! M the embedding of the boundary. Given a p-form ! 2 ƒp.�/,

the p-form i
�! 2 ƒp.M/ is a part of the Dirichlet data for !. Let d W ƒp.�/ !

ƒpC1.�/ be the differential, i be the interior product and n, as before, be the outward

normal vector to the boundary. Then ind! 2 ƒp.M/ is a part of the Neumann data

of ! (in a slight abuse of notation, d! is understood here as the restriction of this

form to the boundary).

Let ıW ƒp.Y / ! ƒp�1.Y / be the codifferential on the space of p-forms and

?W ƒp.Y / ! ƒm�p.Y / be the Hodge star operator. We recall the standard relations

?? D .�1/p.m�p/ and ?ı D .�1/pd?, The operator � D dı C ıd Wƒp.Y / ! ƒp.Y /

is the Hodge Laplacian.
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Finally, recall that a form ! 2 ƒp.Y / is called closed if d! D 0, co-closed if

ı! D 0, exact if ! D d˛, ˛ 2 ƒp�1.Y / and harmonic if �! D 0. If Y has no boundary

then a form is harmonic if and only if it is both closed and co-closed.

Let cC
p.M/ and E

p.M/ denote the spaces of co-closed and exact forms on M ,

respectively. Then it follows from the Hodge decomposition that

ƒp.M/ D cC
p.M/ ˚ E

p.M/:

5.2. The Dirichlet-to-Neumann map on differential forms

We first recall the definition of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann operator D
.p/ on p-forms

defined in [27], see also Remark 5.7. Given � 2 ƒp.M/, one can show that there

exists ! 2 ƒp.�/ such that

8

ˆ̂
<

ˆ̂
:

�! D 0 in �I
ı! D 0 in �I
i
�! D � on M:

(32)

One then sets D
.p/.�/ D ind! 2 ƒp.M/. In [27] the following properties of D

.p/

are proved.

Theorem 5.1. The operator D.p/Wƒp.M/ ! ƒp.M/ is well defined and self-adjoint.

Furthermore, one has

(a) E
p.M/ � ker D

.p/;

(b) the restriction on the space of co-closed forms D
.p/W cC

p.M/ ! cC
p.M/ is

an operator with compact resolvent. The eigenvalues of the restriction form a

sequence

0 � �
.p/
1 .�/ � �

.p/
2 .�/ � � � � % 1;

with the account of multiplicities.

(c) the eigenvalues satisfy the following variational principle,

�
.p/

k
D inf

Ek

sup
!2Ekn¹0º

kd!k2
�

ki�!k2
M

;

where Ek ranges over k-dimensional subspaces in ƒp.�/ satisfying i
�Ek �

cCp.M/.

From now on, we will consider the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map D
.p/ as an oper-

ator on cC
p.M/.
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5.3. Pohozhaev and Hörmander type identities for differential forms

Let us first prove a Pohozhaev-type identity for differential forms (cf. Theorem 3.1).

Theorem 5.2. Let � be a compact smooth orientable manifold with boundary

@� D M . Let F be a Lipschitz vector field on x�, and let ! 2 ƒp.�/ be a differ-

ential form satisfying ıd! D 0 in �. Then

2

Z

M

hi�.iF d!/; ind!i dvM �
Z

M

hF; nijd!j2 dvM

C
Z

�

jd!j2 div F dv� C
Z

�

.LF g/Œd!; d!� dv� D 0;

where LF is a Lie derivative.

Remark 5.3. To simplify notation, we denote the bilinear form induced on the space

of differential forms by the Riemannian metric by the same letter g as the original

metric on the manifold. The integrand .LF g/Œd!; d!� in the last term should be

understood as follows: we take the Lie derivative of the Riemannian metric g on

ƒpC1.�/ in the direction of F and evaluate the resulting bilinear form at the pair

Œd!; d!�.

Proof. Consider the .d � 1/-form ˛ WD iF d! ^ ?d!. Then by Cartan’s identity

LF D diF C iF d and since ıd! D 0 implies d ? d! D 0, one has

d˛ D .diF d!/ ^ ?d! C .�1/piF d! ^ .d ? d!/ D .LF d!/ ^ ?d!

D hLF d!; d!i dv� D 1

2

�

rF jd!j2 � .LF g/Œd!; d!�
�

dv�;

where the last equality follows the well-known formula for the Lie derivative of a

.0; 2/-tensor (see [41, Appendix, Theorem 50]). Since

div.jd!j2F / D rF jd!j2 C jd!j2 div F;

one has

div.jd!j2F / dv� � 2d˛ D jd!j2 div F C .LF g/Œd!; d!� dv�:

Using the Stokes and divergence theorems, we obtain
Z

�

div.jd!j2F / dv� � 2d˛ D
Z

M

jd!j2hF; ni d vM � 2

Z

M

i
�.iF du/ ^ i

�.�du/

D
Z

M

jd!j2hF; ni � 2hi�.iF d!/; ind!i dvM :

Rearranging the terms completes the proof the theorem.
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Now we can prove a Hörmander-type identity for differential forms.

Theorem 5.4. Let � be a compact smooth orientable manifold with boundary

@� D M . Let � 2 cC
p.M/ and let F be a Lipschitz vector field on x�, such that

F jM D n. If ! 2 ƒp.�/ is such that i�! D � and ıd! D 0, then

.D.p/�; D
.p/�/M � .dM �; dM �/M D

Z

�

�

jd!j2 div F � .LF g/Œd!; d!�
�

dv�;

where dM is the differential acting on ƒp.M/.

Proof. The result follows from Theorem 5.2 by noting that jd!j2 D jD.p/.!/j2 C
jdM �j2 on M .

The following analogue of Corollary 3.2 holds.

Corollary 5.5. There exists a constant C > 0, depending only on the geometry of �

in an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of M , such that for any � 2 ƒp.M/ one has

j.D.p/�; D
.p/�/M � .dM �; dM �/M j � C.D.p/�; �/M : (33)

Proof. Let ! be a solution of (32). Then 0 D �! D .dı C ıd/! D ıd!. Thus, one

can apply Theorem 5.4. Since F is Lipschitz one has

j.D.p/�; D
.p/�/M � .dM �; dM �/M j � C.d!; d!/�:

Since ıd! D 0, it follows from Green’s formula for differential forms (see [27, (2)])

that

.d!; d!/� D .D.p/�; �/M :

This completes the proof of the corollary.

5.4. The Hodge Laplacian and Weyl’s law for the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map

Let �M denote the Hodge Laplacian on M . Then ŒdM ; �M � D ŒıM ; �M � D 0. Thus,

E
p.M/ and cC

p.M/ are invariant subspaces and, in particular, the restriction

�M W cC
p.M/ ! cC

p.M/

is a non-negative self-adjoint elliptic operator with eigenvalues

0 � Q�.p/
1 .M/ � Q�.p/

2 .M/ � � � � % 1:

The eigenvalues Q�.p/

k
satisfy the variational principle

Q�.p/

k
D inf

Fk�cCp.M /
sup

�2Fkn¹0º

kdM �k2
M

k�k2
M

;

where Fk ranges over k-dimensional subspaces of cC
p.M/.
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Theorem 5.6. Let � be a compact smooth orientable Riemannian manifold with

boundary M D @�. Then
ˇ
ˇ�

.p/

k
�

q

Q�.p/

k

ˇ
ˇ � C

holds with the same constant as in (33).

Proof. The result follows from Corollary 5.5 in the same way as Theorem 1.9 follows

from Corollary 3.2.

Remark 5.7. The restriction of the Hodge Laplacian to co-closed forms is an operator

that has been investigated in other contexts (see [24]) and has applications to physics,

in particular, to the study of Maxwell equations, see [5, 31] and references therein.

The definition of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map on differential forms given in [27]

which is used in the present paper is inspired by the one introduced in [5] (see [26,

46] for other definitions) and is also motivated in part by the connection to Maxwell

equations. Theorem 5.6 indicates that this definition of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map

is natural from the viewpoint of comparison with the boundary Hodge Laplacian.

Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1.11, one can use Theorem 5.6 to obtain Weyl’s

law for �
.p/

k
from the spectral asymptotics for Q�.p/

k
.

Theorem 5.8. Let � be a compact smooth orientable manifold of dimension d > 2

with boundary M D @�. Then the eigenvalue counting function for the Dirichlet-to-

Neumann map satisfies the asymptotic relation

N .p/.�/ WD #.�
.p/

k
< �/ D

�
d � 2

p

�
vol.Bd�1/ vol.M/

.2�/d�1
�d�1 C o.�d�1/: (34)

Proof. The theorem follows immediately from the fact that (34) holds with �
.p/

k

replaced by

q

Q�.p/

k
.M/. As was explained to the authors by A. Strohmaier [51], this

result is essentially contained in [24, 36]. Indeed, combining the standard Karamata

Tauberian argument with [36, formula (1.22)] giving the heat trace asymptotics, we

obtain the asymptotic formula for the counting function. Here one takes P to be the

Hodge Laplacian and A to be the pseudodifferential projection onto the space of co-

closed forms. In order to calculate the leading term, let us apply [36, formula (1.23)].

Let S�M be the cosphere bundle and let �A.�/ 2 End.ƒp.M//, � 2 S�M , be the

principal symbol of A. As computed in [24, formula (29)],

�A.�/Œ!� D i�#.� ^ !/;

where �# 2 SM is the image of � under the musical isomorphism. For a fixed x 2 M

and � 2 S�
x M , we identify ƒ

p
x .M/ with ƒp.Rd�1/ and set R

d�1 D � ˚ R
d�2. This
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induces the decomposition

ƒp
x .M/ Š

�

� ^ ƒp�1.Rd�2/
�

˚ ƒp.Rd�2/:

It is easy to see that �A.�/ is the projection on the second summand and, thus,

tr.�A.�// D dim ƒp.Rd�2/ D
�

d � 2

p

�

:

Integrating the trace over � 2 S�M completes the proof.

Remark 5.9. It is quite likely that the error estimate in (34) can be improved to the

bound O.�d�1/. This amounts to proving the sharp Weyl’s law for Q�.p/

k
, which should

be possible by further developing the techniques of [36].

Another way to prove (34) would be to show that D
.p/ is an elliptic pseudodiffer-

ential operator of order one, and apply the methods of microlocal analysis directly to

this operator. However, in contrast to the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map defined in [46],

the proof that the operator D
.p/ is pseudodifferential has not been yet worked out in

the literature (see [27, Remark 2.4]).

Remark 5.10. One can check directly the validity of formula (34) for specific values

of p and d for M D Sd�1. In this case the eigenvalues of D.p/ are known expli-

citly (see [27, Theorem 8.1]) and their multiplicities coincide with the multiplicities

of the corresponding eigenvalues of the Hodge Laplacian that can be found in [22, for-

mula (17)]. It is then easy to calculate the leading term in Weyl’s asymptotics using

the heat trace expansion.
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